
GUARDSPRO CLIENT
MOBILE APP

A TOOL TO FOR BETTER
CLIENT ENGAGEMENT

CENTRALIZING SECURITY
GUARD OPERATIONS

Clients can stay connected and gain
insightful details of the patrols conducted
on their post-site by security guards using
the innovative GuardsPro client mobile app.

Fully engaged clients bring in a lot more revenue
than their less-involved counterparts. GuardsPro
client mobile app is a straightforward and
cost-effective way to provide it.

RUN A MODERN SERVICES
BUSINESS

Track guard history and view post
orders to ensure everything goes as
planned for complete site security.

AUTOMATE PROGRESS TRACKING

The app offers an extra channel of
communication to both build loyalty
and enhances client user experience.

STREAMLINE COMMUNICATION

Let your clients know what’s happening
on their site by automatically  sharing all
security guard reports.

AUTOMATE REPORTING SHARING

Smarter Decisions Come
Naturally When Client Data Is
Made Available On A
Single-point Solution.

The app gives your clients
secure access to information
right at their fingertips
when needed.

Instead of waiting for you to
get back to your clients, they
can utilize the app to get their
answers.



Get access to all the data whenever and
wherever you need it.

HIGH ACCESSIBILITY

Break communication barriers that can sour
your relationship.

COMMUNICATE SECURELY

Give custom access to your teams by creating
custom roles.

PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE

Track guard activity and performance with
detailed reports.

SCALE OPERATIONS

Implement the innovative client mobile app at
a lower cost.

SAVE TIME & MONEY

ENHANCE YOUR PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS 
AND BUILD STRONGER CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

WHY YOU NEED A CLIENT
MOBILE APP?

Implementing a client portal presents
benefits for you and your users. Let's
review some of the key advantages.

GET STARTED WITH THE
CLIENT MOBILE APP NOW

CLIENT MOBILE APP:
DOWNLOAD THE APP FROM
APP STORE & PLAY STORE

Download the app on your iOS or
Android device.

Login into the client web portal and
stay logged in.

Login into the app using the portal’s
credentials.

Start tracking guard performance
on the post sites.


